二〇一三年度

大阪府海外短期建築・芸術研修生招聘事業

公益財団法人

大阪府国際交流財団

Funded by Tadao Ando, the first recipient of the Carlsberg
Architectural Prize in May, 1992, the entire amount of his
winnings was donated to support the internationalization of
Osaka, his childhood home. Through the Osaka Prefectural
Government, The Foundation of International Exchange, and, in
accordance with the wishes of Mr. Ando, The Osaka Invitational
Program for Overseas Trainees in Architecture and Arts was
established.

Preface

Along with the support of a variety of corporations and
organizations, the program hosts approximately ten student
participants from neighboring Asian countries for one month in
the autumn every year.
Since its inception in 1993 the program has hosted 21 groups of
trainees and a total of 185 participants from 19 different
countries. Highly rated among aspiring architects, the Osaka
Invitational Program for Overseas Trainees in Architecture and
Arts offers what no other program can.
We at OFIX would like to express our deep appreciation for the
cooperation of Mr. Ando, the sponsoring corporations and
training companies as well as our volunteers and all those who
have helped to make this program a great success.
We hope this report will serve as a reference not only for those
involved with the program but also serve the 2013 trainees and
their Japanese counterparts who will play a major part in our
continuing globalization and foster future mutual cooperation and
exchange.
Osaka Foundation of International Exchange
Chairman of the Board of Directors Yukio Shibaike
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At Honpukuji Temple in Awaji island, with
Participants from Kobe Design University
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Program Overview

Table of Contents

Osaka Invitational
Program for ShortTerm Overseas
Trainees in Arts and
Architecture

Purpose
Utilizing donations from Mr. Tadao Ando and a
variety of corporate sponsors, the primary purpose of
this program is to invite overseas art and architecture
students and young professionals to Osaka. The
objective is to create and foster a deeper
understanding of Japanese culture, art, and
architecture in addition to supporting architectural
development in the participants’ home countries.

Eligibility
Trainees must be of an Asian nationality, currently
living in Asia, and under the age of 35 with a high
level of English proficiency. The participants must
also be:
•Currently enrolled in or a graduate of a Masters or
Doctorate program in architecture or a related field.
•Holding a Bachelor’s degree and currently working
as an architect or in a related field.

Participants’ Nationalities
Chinese, Filipino, Iranian, Indian, Indonesian,
Nepalese, Sri Lankan, Thai

Program Duration
September 26 –October 23, 2013 (28 days)

Program Hosts
Osaka Foundation of International Exchange along
with top tier general construction companies

Activities
 Practical training sessions with visits to
construction sites.
 Group discussions with architecture and art
students as well as professional architects.
 Excursions to visit buildings designed by Tadao
Ando and historically significant sites in Osaka
and the Kansai region.
 Home-stay with OFIX volunteer families.
 Participation in International Understanding
Education Event (English Project).

Program Language
English
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Profiile of Taadao Ando

<Year>

1941
Borrn in Osaka, Jap
pan
1962-69 Sellf-educated in architecture
a
Traaveled in U.S.A., Europe, and Africa
A
1969
Esttablished Tadao
o Ando Architecct & Associates
Awards
nual Prize, Arch
hitectural Institute of Japan “RRow House, Sum
miyoshi”
1979
Ann
1985
Thee 5th Alvar Aaltto Medal, The Finnish
F
Associattion of Architeccts, Finland
1989
Gold Medal of Arcchitecture, Acad
démie d’ Archittecture
(French Academy of Architecture
e), France
1993
Jap
pan Art Academ
my Prize, Japan
1995
Thee Pritzker Architecture Prize, U.S.A.
U
1996
Thee 8th Premium Imperiale
2002
Gold Medal of thee American Insttitute of Architeects, U.S.A.
Ho
onorary Degree,, Unviersitá Deggli Studi di Rom
ma, Italy
Ho
onorary Degree,, Tongji Universsity, Shanghai, CChina
Thee Kyoto Prizes, Japan
2003
Perrson of Culturall Merit, Japan
2005
Gold Medal of Union Internation
nale des Architeectes
2010
Ord
der of Culture
2013
Co
ommandeur, Freench Legion of Honour
Affiliations
2002
Honorary Academ
mician, The Roya
al Academy of A
Arts in London
Academic Acctivities
1987
Yale University, Viisiting Professo
or
1988
Collumbia University, Visiting Pro
ofessor
1990
Harvard Universityy, Visiting Profe
essor
T
Professo
or
1997
Thee University of Tokyo,
2003
Thee University of Tokyo,
T
Professo
or Emeritus
2005
University of Califfornia, Berkeleyy, Regent Professsor
niversity of Tokyyo, Honorary Professor Emerittus
Un
Representattive Works
1983
Rokkko Housing I, II
I (1993), III (1999) Kobe
1989
Chu
urch of the Ligh
ht, Ibaraki
1992
Ben
nesse House/Naoshima Conte
emporary Art M
Museum & Anne
ex (1995), Naoshima
1994
Chiikatsu-Asuka Hiistorical Museu
um, Kanan
2000
Aw
waji-Yumebutai (Awaji Island Project), Higashiiura
FAB
on Communicattions Research Center), Treviso
BRICA (Benetto
2001
Pullitzer Foundatio
on for the Arts, St. Louis
ARMANI/TEATRO, Milan
Sayyamaike Historiical Museum, Osaka-Sayama
O
2002
Hyo
ogo Prefectural Museum of Arrt, Kobe
Thee International Library of Child
dren’s Literaturre, Taito
Mo
odern Art Museeum of Fort Wo
orth
2003
4 x 4 House, Kobee
2004
Chiichu Art Museu
um, Naoshima
Lan
ngen Foundatio
on, Hombroich Museum, Neusss
2006
Om
motesando Regeeneration Proje
ect (Omotesanddo Hills) Shibuya
Thee Palazzo Grasssi, Venice
2007
21__21 DESIGN SIG
GHT, Akasaka
2009
Aqu
ua Metropolisees General Adviser (Aqua Metrropolises Osakaa 2009)
2010
Chaaska Chayamacchi, Osaka
2012
Kam
migatarakugo Association,
A
Osa
aka
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2013
3 Trainin
ng Sche
edule

Date
D
9/2
26

Daay
(THU)

Event
Arrival in Osaka/ Orie
entation

OFIX

(FR
RI)

ony, Courtesy Visit to Osakaa
AM：Opeening Ceremo
Prefectu
ural Governme
ent, Osaka Disscussion

Osaka Prefecctural
Governmentt/OFIX

mpanies
PM：Weelcome Party, Visit Host Com

OFIX/Host
Companies

9/2
27

9/2
28

(SA
AT)

9/2
29

(SUN)

9/3
30

(MO
ON)

10//1

(TU
UE)

10//2

(WEED)

10//3

(THU)

Discussion

10//4

(FR
RI)

Kyoto Sttudy Tour

10//5

(SA
AT)

10//6

(SUN)

10//7

Coordinnator

Self Study

Practical Training Session

Accommodati
A
ion

Cityroute Hoteel

Host Compa nies

Mr. Guenterr Nitschke

Home Sttay with OFIX Volunteer Faamilies

(MO
ON) AM：Praactical Trainingg Session

OFIX

Host
H Family

Host Compa nies

PM：Cou
urtesy Visit to Tadao Ando A
Architect and Associates

OFIX

Practical Training Session

Host Compa nies

10//8

(TU
UE)

10//9

(WEED)

10//10

(THU)

10//11

(FR
RI)

10//12

(SA
AT)

10//13

(SUN)

10//14

(MO
ON) English Project
P
( Osakka Prefecture University)

10//15

(TU
UE)

10//16

(WEED)

10//17

(THU)

10//18

(FR
RI)

10//19

(SA
AT)

10//20

(SUN)

Self Study

10//21

(MO
ON) Practical Training Session

Host Compa nies

10//22

(TU
UE)

Closing Ceremony/Fa
C
rewell Recepttion

10//23

(WEED)

Departu
ure from Osaka

Ando Study Tour

Cityroute Hoteel
Self Study
OPU/OFIX

Practical Training Session

Host Compa nies

Asia You
uth Symposium
m on Architecctural Interchaange

Kobe Designn
OFIX
University/O

OFIX
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Westin
W
Awaji

Cityroute Hoteel

Host C
Compan
nies (In Jappanese Alphhabetical Order)
O

Obayaashi Corporation

Founded 1892
Dai Buildingg Main Build
ding,
3-6-32 D
Nakanoshima, Kitaku, Osaka 530-8520
5
websitee: http://ww
ww.obayash
hi.co.jp

Zenitaaka Corpo
oration

Founded 1705
Naniwasuji Twins West,
W
2-11, Nishi-Homm
machi
2-chome Nishiku, Osaka
O
550-0
0005
websitee: http://ww
ww.zenitakaa.co.jp

Takenaka Corp
poration

Founded 1610
1-13, 4-chome, Hommachi, Ch
huo-ku,
Osaka 5541-0053
websitee: http://ww
ww.takenaka.co.jp

Daiwaa House In
ndustry Co.
C , LTD

Founded 1955
3-3-5, U
Umeda 3-Ch
home, Kita-kku,
Osaka 5530-8241
websitee: http://ww
ww. daiwaho
ouse.co.jp
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Trainee
Trainee Profiles
Profiles

Gozin
GozinSara
Sara

Rirermvanich
RirermvanichKarjvit
Karjvit

Sakhteman
SakhtemanSanaat
SanaatIran
Iran
Consulting
ConsultingEngineers
Engineers
Architect
Architect

Sittanant
Sittanant Company
Company
Limited
Limited
Architect
Architect

(Shiraz,
(Shiraz,Iran)
Iran)

(Bangkok,
(Bangkok,Thailand)
Thailand)

MiaoTing
Ting
Miao

Sulkhlan
SulkhlanPriyanka
Priyanka

(Shanghai,
(Shanghai,China)
China)

(Delhi,
(Delhi,India)
India)

Cept
CeptUniversity
University
GraduateStudent
GraduateStudent
/Architect
/Architect

Shanghai
Shanghai Construction
Construction
Design
Design && Research
Research
Institute,
Institute,Co.,
Co.,Ltd.
Ltd.
Architect
Architect

Utami Adinda
Adinda Sih
Sih Pinasti
Pinasti
Utami
Retno
Retno

K.C.Apil
Apil
K.C.

(Surabaya,
(Surabaya,Indonesia)
Indonesia)

(Kathmandu,
(Kathmandu,Nepal)
Nepal)

Institut
Institut Teknologi
Teknologi Sepulah
Sepulah
Nopember
Nopember(ITS)
(ITS)
Graduate
GraduateStudent
Student

Tribhuvan
TribhuvanUniversity
University
Graduate
GraduateStudent
Student

Karunanayake
KarunanayakeSuranga
Suranga

Cupcupin Glenda
Glenda Mae
Mae
Cupcupin
Cruz
Cruz

(Peradeniya,
(Peradeniya,Sri
SriLanka)
Lanka)

(Manila,
(Manila,Philippines)
Philippines)

University
Universityof
ofPeradeniya
Peradeniya
Graduate
GraduateStudent
Student

Edward
Edward Co
Co Tan
Tan
Architects
Architects
Interior
InteriorDesigner
Designer
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Training Reports

Training reports were submitted by the 2013 trainees, each one of them covering a different event of the program.
Please understand that the writing style of each report reflects each trainee’s experiences, learning, and voice, and may
thus differ.

Company Training
·Obayashi Corporation

Rirermvanich Karjvit (Thailand)

Training Reports
·Zenitaka Corporation

Sulkhlan Priyanaka (India)

·Takenaka Corporation

Miao Ting (China)

·Daiwa House Industry Co., Ltd

Karunanayake Suranga (Sri Lanka)

Training
reports Program•Kyoto
were submitted Study
by theTour
2013 trainees, each
one(Nepal)
of them covering a different event of the program.
·Discussion
K.C. Apil
·English
Project
with
Cupcupin
Glenda
Maeexperiences,
Cruz (Philippines)
Please
understand
that
the writing style of each report reflects
each
trainee’s
learning, and voice, and may
Osaka Prefecture University
thus differ.
·Asia Youth Symposium on Architectural
Interchange with Kobe Design University

Company Training

Gozin Sara (Iran)

·Other Corporation
Events
·Obayashi

Utami Adinda
Sih(Thailand)
Pinasti Retno (Indonesia)
Rirermvanich
Karjvit

·Zenitaka Corporation

Sulkhlan Priyanaka (India)

·Takenaka Corporation

Miao Ting (China)

·Daiwa House Industry Co., Ltd

Karunanayake Suranga (Sri Lanka)

·Discussion Program•Kyoto Study Tour

K.C. Apil (Nepal)

·English Project with
Osaka Prefecture University

Cupcupin Glenda Mae Cruz (Philippines)

·Asia Youth Symposium on Architectural
Interchange with Kobe Design University

Gozin Sara (Iran)

·Other Events

Utami Adinda Sih Pinasti Retno (Indonesia)
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Company Training
Obayashi Corporation

Submitted by Rirermvanich Karjvit, Thailand

At the age of nearly 30, I have never worked in a
high-rise office building before, nor have I ever
worked for a company the size of 8,000+ staff. The
total number of staff in my family’s construction
company for which I am working is 9. We have a
one-storey office located in a suburb of Bangkok,
not in a high-rise building in the center of Osaka.
We build small houses, not towers, stations, or
airports. Although I have known about Obayashi
Corporation before as they also have a wellestablished top-level construction company in
Thailand, I was still quite thrilled when I first came
to the 10th floor of Daibiru-Honkan building,
sharing the floor with more than 200 staff who are
working on some enormous projects my family’s
company can only dream of.

During the training session, myself and AdindaSan, an Indonesian colleague from the Ando
Program, were assigned to design a college of
architecture in Neyagawa as a main task along with
a team of Obayashi staff who worked closely with
us during this very brief 9-day period. The design
process was very intensive as we didn’t have much
time but it was fully packed with interesting things.
We learned a lot about architectural design,
engineering, and construction during the design
process and the thing that impressed me the most
was the working mentality. Although the project
was not real, the staff still worked very hard
despite their hectic schedule. As an architect, I
have found that having this much support from a
team of architects and engineers this early in the
design process is a great thing, especially when
they also share the design ambition and hardly
ever say no. Every enquiry from us always came
back with further studies, more options and plenty
of useful information for the design. I believe that
thanks to this exceptional support and willingness
to find the right answer, the teamwork was very
good and the quality of the work at the final
presentation was quite satisfying.

As a citizen of Bangkok, a chaotic city with very
little discipline and almost everything unorganised,
I was shocked by the exceptionally high level of
discipline all the staff shared. I somehow
mistakenly remembered that the office hours
started at 08.00 so I came to the office at around
07.50 and the floor was already filled with almost
all the staff. After a couple of days, I realised by the
ring of the morning bell that it actually starts from
08.30, which means that most of the staff come to
work about an hour before they are asked to. The
same thing happened after the end-of-day bell
rang at 17.15, nothing happened, nobody left their
desk. At lunch, all the lights were turned off and
people went for lunch nearby. Some of the staff
took their power-nap at their desks but when the
bell rang at 13.00, it automatically orchestrated
everyone to raise their head and get back to work
immediately.

Project Team ( left )
Design Task ( right)
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Construction Site Visits
(Left) : Osaka Station (Top Right) : The Sanctus Tower
Hommachi,
(Middle Right) : Site Meeting at The Urbanex Kyoto
(Bottom Right) : Hanshin Expressway

Parallel with the design works, there were some
visits and lectures such as a lecture from the project
staff at the Obayashi Technical Research Institute,
which showed us lots of new construction
technology we had never seen before. On day 6, Mr.
Tomita, the chief architect at the construction site of
Osaka Station, gave us a lecture and a site visit,
which was exceptionally impressive for me. Due to
the fact that the walkway and the new roof of the
station had to be built only within the two and a half
hour time-frame of every day when the train stops
operating, the construction method must be
extremely well-planned and conducted and it
completely was. This revealed how determined they
are and how much they are willing to do to achieve
something unbelievable. On the next day, the team
of architects took us to the construction site of the
Sanctus Tower, a high-end residential tower in
Hommachi where I was really impressed by the
extraordinarily
clean
and
well-organised
construction site. Also, I was amazed by the
exceptional craftsmanship of the Japanese workers
on site and how fast they can build using prefabricated parts while maintaining the quality of
craftsmanship.

I am writing this report in my very final hours on
the 10th floor of Daibiru-Honkan building and I
am quite sure that I will hardly have a chance to
work in a high-rise building on a floor containing
more than 200 staff again in my life. At the end of
this 9-day period, I feel like I have been to a new
territory of working mentality in which people are
willing to do the best they can no matter how
impossible the task seems. I strongly believe that
it is this mentality that makes the whole country
of Japan one of the top countries in the world. I
would like to use this occasion to say ‘Thank you
very much’ again to everybody at Obayashi who
kindly supported us throughout the training
session, especially the project team and my
colleague Adinda-san for the hard work and the
moments we shared. Finally, being asked if I have
any last words to express for Obayashi
Corporation team at the final presentation, I
would like to state again here that it was my
honour to work even for a very brief period at this
legendary company and I hope to take the
working mentality back to my one-storey office as
much as I can.
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Comp
pany Traaining
Zenitaaka Corporation
Submittted by Sulkhlan Priyyanka, Inddia
The Unique Schedule…
What will a trainee i magine? As an architect I
thought site study, annalysis, worrking with the
conceptual team, woorking on some workking
etting some ttargets to be
e achieved, and
a
drawings, se
a presentation that meeasures our learning at the
end. But we
e were so luucky becausse Zenitaka had
unique ideass to make uss aware of th
heir professio
onal
culture, construction tecchniques, city public spacces,
history of th
he city and ppeople. The schedule waas a
fun and learrning ride fo r us that inccluded site viisits
to historical buildings, ppublic spacess, contemporrary
architectural sites, theeir constructtion sites, and
a
different citties. Each dday we had a new staff
s
member and interpreteer to interactt with us. I was
w
d that I was
w
proud and felt lucky tthe same day
selected to be part off this corporration; also we
e party that the
were overwhelmed by tthe welcome
office people gave to make us fe
eel part of the
company no
ow.

It was
w my secon
nd visit to Jaapan and thiss time I was
than
nkful to OFIX
X for invitingg me to participate as a
train
nee in this prrogram. It was different this
t time as
I had
d the respon
nsibility of exchanging
e
architectural
information and
d cultural vaalues with people from
Japaan as well ass other train
nees from va
arious Asian
coun
ntries.
I was
w also info
ormed that I would be joining the
Zeniitaka Corpo
oration for their form
mal training
proggram. That gave me en
nough excite
ement as I
disco
overed that Zenitaka Co
orporation is a 300 year
old construction company.. The portfo
olio, which
inclu
uded public spaces, sporrts facilities, townships,
officce buildings,, and govern
nment build
dings, made
me look forward
d to the dayy I would visit my office
urney. I camee to know th
hat Apil K C
and start my jou
m Nepal wou
uld be another trainee joining me
from
and this added to my expectation as I thought he
migh
ht know the language I speak as I th
hought that
wou
uld add to myy enjoyment.
Firstt Visit to Zen
nitaka
Aftter the welco
ome receptio
on it was scheduled that
we would visit our host co
ompanies. We
W both till
now
w knew that our compaany is walkin
ng distance
from
m our hotel but the mo
oment came with a big
surp
prise when w
we reached our
o office in exactly two
minutes’ walk. We weree welcomed by our
colle
eagues and we had a small
s
discusssion about
whaat we would like to do du
uring the program. I was
happ
py that m
my compan
ny would encourage
whaatever I wass interested
d to explore
e. The first
impression we had about our
o compan
ny was that
people here are so serious about
a
their work.
w
It was
pin drop silencee when we entered
e
that gate to the
dio but soon
n after the interaction
i
we
w realized
stud
that being talen
nted and haard-working colleagues
theyy were also very friendly, helpful, and always
fun to be aro
ound. The session wass our first
erience of b
bilingual inteeraction in architectural
expe
discussion. It too
ok us a littlee time to ada
apt to it but
soon
n with the eefforts of interpreters and
a all staff
mem
mbers it becaame an easy task.
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Construction Sittes
e visited varrious sites of the compa
any that aree
We
under construcction or co
ompleted prrojects. Thiss
inclu
uded visits tto the Hirakkata Municip
pal Hospital ,
Advaanced Chemical Tech
hnology Centre Kyotoo,
resid
dential apaartments, Yamato University, a
com
mmercial buillding, and the National Museum off
Art in
i Osaka. The staff member and inte
erpreter gavee
us a short briefiing every mo
orning 9am at the officee
about the day’ss visit. Theyy also prepa
ared a smal l
intro
oduction report in Engglish including drawingss
and specifications about th
he site, whicch helped uss
understand it in
n a better way.
w On the constructionn
sitess we had disscussions with site engin
neers on thee
kind
d of techniqu
ues used for construction
n, equipmentt
used
d to preevent earth
hquake hazards, andd
arch
hitectural dessigns. The viisit thereafte
er to the sitee
on each
e
floor maade us understand how Japanese
J
on-site working cultture is, differrent equipment, finishes ,
and most imporrtantly how tthey take prrecautions too
avoid disturban
nce in surrrounding areas due too
consstruction.

Museum
M
of Art designeed by Mr. Tadao Ando
o,
Um
meda Sky Building,
B
thee Disaster Reduction an
nd
Hu
uman Renovvation Instituution in Kobe, and Akash
hi
Kaaikyo Bridge.
The
T
overall experiencee of my company waas
interactive, he
ealthy, frienddly, informattive, fun, an
nd
cu
ulturally rich
h. Other th an the form
mal schedule
th
here were many other geestures for which
w
I woulld
likke to expresss appreciatioon and menttion as part of
o
sp
pecial mome
ents. Their search for a vegetariaan
re
estaurant wiith specialtyy in Indian
n and Nepaali
cu
uisine made us realize thhat people in
n Japan are so
s
caaring for their guests. Du ring the disccussion on th
he
menus we always exchhanged info
ormation on
o
Japanese, Ind
dian and Neepali food culture. Therre
were times when we wannted to go to a particulaar
hop and theyy helped us ssearch the exact
e
location
n.
sh
Th
he parties att the office were so we
elcoming thaat
we never feltt we were ooutsiders. I heard abou
ut
Manzai
M
as Osa
akan culture,, and we surrely felt som
me
paart of that through thee humorouss side of th
he
pe
eople during those timess and believe
e me languagge
was never a problem
p
to hhave so much fun at th
he
offfice. We gott the opporttunity to intteract with so
s
many staff members,
m
intterpreters, site
s
engineers
nd Mr. Zenita
aka. Each on e of them with
w their totaal
an
de
edication pro
ovided theirr individual inputs to ou
ur
learning in th
he training pprogram. I would
w
like to
t
th
hank everyon
ne for their care, love, and
a wishes in
i
th
he form of the gifts theyy gave us att the fareweell
paarty.

Historic Visits
Our program w
was not just about
a
what Zenitaka
Z
wass
doin
ng but it intrroduced us all
a the way to
t what kindd
of architecture h
has existed in
i various citties of Japann
for centuries. W
We did not limit ourselves only too
Osaka but also eexplored Kyo
oto and Nara
a City. Osakaa
Casttle, the Gold
den Pavilion, Todaiji Tem
mple, Fushim i
Inari Shrine, a trraditional ho
ouse owned by Zenitaka ,
e visited. Thiss
and Toji Temple are a few of the sites we
erience mad
de us aware of the rich architectura l
expe
histo
ory of the co
ountry. Anotther very important partt
of these visits w
was the speecial converssation aboutt
the old tradition
ns and the neew culture of
o the places .
mbers and interpreters were veryy
The staff mem
pful to makee us undersstand variou
us facts, oldd
help
consstruction tecchniques, and
d design elements of thee
build
dings.

This
T
experience is n ot just a professional
exxperience but also a ppersonality developmen
nt
prrogram. It was a once inn a life-time experience of
o
interacting with so manyy people frrom differen
nt
co
ountries, backgrounds,, and culltures. Witth
Japanese peop
ple we built professionall contacts an
nd
so
o many lifetiime friends,, too. As a professional I
learned about a city thaat was so different
d
from
m
citties in my country. TThe one month
m
was a
wholesome exxperience thhat will stayy with me my
m
whole life.

Contemporary A
Architecture and Iconic buildings
b
Thiis part of thee program gaave us an op
pportunity too
see other desiggners workin
ng in variou
us cities. Wee
wen
nt to Hyogo P
Prefectural Museum
M
of Arts in Kobe,
In Ko
obe, Church of the Light in Ibaraki, Oyamasaki
O
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Company Training
Takenaka Corporation

Submitted by Miao Ting, China

This time Sara, a designer from Iran, and I were
very fortunate to enter Takenaka Corporation for
short-term
short‐term training. Takenaka Corporation is a large
Japanese construction company, and it is one of the
five biggest construction companies in Japan.

I had the big honor to be allocated to the NO.6
Design Department, which is mainly responsible
for high-rise
high‐rise buildings and large commercial &
complex building design. Now the highest building in
Japan is "Abeno HARUKAS," which has been invested
in by Kintetsu
Corporation in
Osaka,
and
was designed by this Department. During our
training, Takenaka
Corporation mainly showed
this design process and design ideas, and invited us to
participate in the design and discussion of some big
projects, and organized visits to the projects that are
already done. Although it was not long, I was
impressed, mainly by the following points:

Takenaka
Takenaka Corporation
Corporation is
is
a
family-run
family‐run
comprehensive construction company that has
experienced 17 generations and enjoyed a good
reputation around the world. In the “World’s
Most Admired Companies” survey, it won first prize
in the "Engineering, Construction" category.
Takenaka Corporation is one of the most famous
construction companies in Japan, because its
design, construction, and management level is
world-class.
world‐class.

1 Unique enterprise culture
As
a
Japanese
enterprise,
Takenaka
Corporation maintains strict discipline and rules,
which would usually create a rigorous work
environment and arguably the situation should be
very serious, but at Takenaka Corporation, it makes its
own characteristics. Designers do the work in a good
order, cooperation of the various departments are
also
in
accordance
with
the
same
standard, but everyone can keep a positive mood at
work, and it’s rare to hear anyone waste time by
complaining. I found the answer by talking with the
staff. Such a good situation occurs because the
company takes a lot of time to create the benefits
which
and
welfare
system,
is
very
comfortable
strict and orderly, but also provides veryalso
provides
very
welfare.new
For
and comfortable
considerateandwelfare. considerate
For example,
example,
new
employees
havetime,
a year
of
employees
will have
a year ofwill
training
in which
training
in which
encouraged
think
they aretime,
encouraged
to they
thinkare
about
their owntocareer
about
ownyear
career
and one yearthat
laterthey
the
plans, their
and one
laterplans,
the departments
departments
they
worked
for and
will give
judgethem
theira
worked for willthat
judge
their
behavior
behavior
andevaluation.
give them aOnce
performance
evaluation.
performance
they pass,
the
Once
pass, the
employees
qualifiedthey
employees
will qualified
be recognized
by will
the
be
recognized
bythe
company
and
willofenjoy
a higher
company
and will
enjoy
a higher
level
treatment.
level of treatment.

The first time we visited the Takenaka Corporation
Osaka headquarters, we were all attracted by its
functional and neat facade and atmosphere, and
even though the building was built a long time ago,
it did not look old, but on the contrary, the big glass
windows gave the facade a fashionable and grand
look. At the main office in Osaka, there are more
than 1000 people, divided into several major
departments such as the design department,
engineering department, business department,
department,
human
resources
logistics
department, etc.
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2 Standard process, design of multiple products
Takenaka is not only a design company, but
also a
big
company
that
integrates
design, construction, and
scientific
research
together. The design department is the most
important part of the company, the scale is very
large, and according to the building types
each design
department
can
be
dividedinto residential, office, culture, scientific
research buildings, high-rise buildings, commercial
complexes, etc. At the same time, each design
department can also work with the others and
form joint temporary project rooms for special
projects according to the market situation.
3 Attention to cultural heritage, historical
inheritance
Takenaka Corporation has a history of several
hundred years. In addition to their main
business, Takenaka Corporation is also involved in
many cultural industries, such as the Takenaka
Carpentry Tools Museum in Kobe, which exhibits
wood construction equipment and the
development of wooden buildings in Japan. The
richness of the company’s historical heritage
makes the Takenaka designer have a high sense of
social responsibility and culture.
I miss you my dear colleagues, I miss you
Takenaka Corporation, I miss you dear Osaka!~
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Com
mpany Trraining
Daiw
wa Housse Indusstry

Subm
mitted by Karunanay
K
ake Surannga, Sri Lan
nka

Daaiwa House IIndustry is a can-do company, as it
devveloped Pipee House, which utilized stturdy metal
pipes as buildin
ng material; Daiwa
D
House
e Industry is
also
o a future-orriented comp
pany with a vision.
v
Mr.
Nob
buo Ishibash
hi is the founder (see Fig 1) of this
com
mpany and h
he shows how
w to dream and
a how to
ach
hieve goals in
n an efficientt way. Daiwa
a House
Industry has come a long way
w and todayy their
sco
ope of producction is not only
o limited to
t housing,
butt they have aalso expandeed their scope to providee
pro
oducts in a w
wide array of categories, including
rob
bots, environ
nmental enerrgy, and med
dical and
nurrsing care, ettc.

In the Daiw
wa House Inddustry tranin
ng we learned
da
lot of new things and it hhelped us im
mprove our
knowledge in
i different w
ways as proffessional
designers. We
W can categgorize into th
hree items th
he
content of our
o companyy training as follows:
1 Lectures
One of the most intereesting items is
i the lecturees
ull
as every lectturer was veery engaging,, giving us fu
knowledge and
a explaininng the experriences that
they have had (see Figurre 2). They provided
p
lectture
materials ass much as poossible and every time they
encouraged us to ask quuestions. We
e did home
designing exxercises usinng PITT softw
ware and this
gave us a prroductive expperience of software
s
usaage.
Energy consservation tecchnology, gre
een conceptss,
and earthqu
uake resistannce technolo
ogy were
particularly interesting aand attractivve for us. Thee
® gave us a
Mentally committing ro bot® PARO®
e
a nd unforgetttable moment.
marvelous experience
HAL® (Hybrid Assisted LLimb) robot suits
s
and thee
crawlspace inspection roobot MOOGLE are highnes designedd to help hum
mans to make
tech machin
their lives ea
asier.

Fig 2: wiith
lecturers

Fig 1: Mr. No
obuo
Ishibashi
Fig 3 :
Expe
eriencing
New
Technology
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3 Site Vissits
We visited Hyogo Prrefectural Mu
useum, Naraa
temples, Osaka Castlee, and Sky Bu
uilding, thereeby
gaining a great knowl edge and un
nderstandingg
e history of Jaapanese architecture. An
nd
about the
also we visited FOLEO
O shopping complex,
Harumida
ai Housing deevelopment area, and
constructtion sites. It hhelped us un
nderstand the
practical constructionn knowledge, high
technolog
gical construuction equipm
ment, metho
ods,
quick wayy of construcction and onsite tests forr
structural purposes. SSite visits bring vast
knowledg
ge and quick understanding of the things
that we had
h in the lecctures.

Fig 4: Researrch
Laboratory
Experience

2 Daiwa
D
Reseaarch Laborattory
Daaiwa Group contributes to the deve
eloping worldd
by doing variou
us experiments and rese
earch in theiir
Ressearch Labo
oratory. Altthough it was
w
a tighht
sch
hedule we w
were able to
t visit the soil testingg
lab
boratory, exxperience Daiwa
D
Housse’s originaal
earrthquake-ressistant systtem, watch
h tests oof
the
ermal and ssound insulation materrial that aree
acttually used in products, see Agri-Cube
A
(aa
hyd
droponic veggetable facttory unit), Home
H
Energyy
Maanagement System (HEMS), Sm
mart Housee
tecchnology, and new build
ding interior and exterioor
dessigns. It was a great oppo
ortunity to have
h
this kindd
of experience of new technology. This helped u s
gain more advanced techniques and havee
maarvelous exp
periences off how life has becomee
eassier with new
w technologyy.

Fig 5: VVisit to Nara

made this wonderful
Daiwa Group staff m
opportunity a colorfu l and an unforgettable one.
o
We neverr felt that wee were in a fo
oreign counttry as
all of the staff membeers treated us
u so nicely and
a
ness, sinceritty,
we appreciate their k ind heartedn
and hospitality. We arre so lucky and
a honored to
have train
ning in Daiwaa House Indu
ustry.
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Discussion Program • Kyoto Study Tour
Submitted by K.C. Apil, Nepal

OFIX, or Ando Program in short is one of the most
coveted international programs in the Department of
architecture, Institute of Engineering, Nepal. In this
report, I will be casting a few glimpses on the Discussion
Program held in the program, on the theme of “Renewal
and Preservation in a Sustainable Global Environment”
and our tour in Kyoto, a heritage city. For the Discussion
Program, we were asked to prepare reports on
sustainability that take indigenous cultures into
consideration. The Discussion started with an
enlightening discourse by Prof. Guenter Nitschke and
expanded in many directions as per the perception of
each trainee. Before going to the trainees’
presentations, Prof Nitschke mentioned in particular an
inspiring and thought-provoking statement about the
position of designers in the present world of practice.
Architecture could be best classified in 3 categories:
Artistic, Scientific, and Humanitarian. As a human being
and designer of this sustainable global world, we have
to question ourselves, in which category are we
standing? What is the path for an architect to follow the
humanitarian aspect and address the deteriorating
world of modernization? What are the steps, to hand
over our home “EARTH” to future generations? Later he
explained about the different phases of architectural
development in Japan and changes in the urban form
and architectural style. He also explained about
Japanese culture, rites of renewal in Japanese tradition
and architecture guided by the Japanese way of living in
the past.

keeping the focus on the thesis topic “Re-scaling the
urban form and humanizing spaces of the city,” she stated
solutions for emerging cities with the urban densification
method, achieving high density and importance of
compact planning. It was very striking to perceive the
presentation of Ms Sulkhlan in a very well-organized
manner of comparative analysis between different cities
and graphical representation of cities with different
compactness levels.

After that, fellow trainees were asked to present their
presentations. The presentations were divided into two
sessions. In first session Priyanka (India) put more
emphasis on urban densification as a tool for
sustainability. She started with the fine background of
traditional
Indian
cities
like
Harappa
and
Shahjahanabad, how they were well-planned and
sustainable with the compactness in the planning. She
expressed that compactness has always helped to keep
open places covered and cool. Secondly the culture has
always been such that appreciates social gathering and
even the coexistence of many religions. Thirdly, she
mentioned awareness about the environment. India,
being an agro-based country, always placed importance
on land and its usage. Indian history consciously proved
that dense cities are key to success for better
environment and healthy society. In the later phase,

Suranga (Sri-Lanka) perceived the theme as the lesson
learnt from Sri Lankan ancestors where he presented the
case of Ulagalla Walawaaa (unique name for us and very
sweet & funny to hear in the voice of Mr Suranga). The
property of Ulagalla Walawaaa had been converted into a
resort without making any changes to its original
architectural appearance although a gym, pool, sauna,
and archery station had been added as new construction.
Ulagalla Walawaaa is accredited with a “Silver” LEED
certification from the United States Green Building
Council, with certain sustainable features of sustainable
site, water efficiency, material and resources, energy and
atmosphere, indoor environment quality, innovation and
design process, and social and cultural awareness.

poration

Adinda (Indonesia) with a local indigenous case of
Kampung Sukolilo settlement, presented about the
program for Kampung Improvement in Surabaya.
Kampung is a defining asset of Surabaya development
and has existed long before the development of Surabaya
City. The improvement program explained the theme of
the discussion with preservation as maintaining the
essence of the Kampung settlement and making it more
valuable and renewal as renewing the settlement for a
hygienic living standard. The program helped in
promoting local knowledge and upgrading the lifestyle
with basic improvements like: footpaths, water supply,
sanitation, solid waste, public health, and elementary
school facilities. Her intimate relationship to the program
was very distinctly visible in her appealing voice and
honest teary eyes and more importantly, in her
conclusion “Renewability and preservation are not only
an effort to keep and maintain a heritage; rather they
should be an effort to keep a living heritage alive and
consistent with residents’ livelihoods and beliefs.”
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Gentleman Miao (China) expressed his serious
apprehension over the contemporary development of
China and a global context where architectural context
is often rudely gobbled and torn up. He put forward
the important notion of “DE familiarization” with
respect to the city context, referring to successful
projects like the Suzhou Museum by Mr. I.M. Pei. He
presented the project overview of a commercial
building in a Siberian region of Russia, which was
surrounded by strong Russian culture, sharply-angled
lines and windows, post-classical style, and a warmtoned wall. He also put emphasis on a rational coordination of function with different design concepts
for reflecting and extending city context. Putting an
emphasis on reflection on the city building business, he
focused on the appropriate orientation of the city,
where it must be reasonable, sustainable, and must
have the potential to produce a new city context, and
only then can the architectural design be proved by
history.

Karjvit (Thailand) with his very attractive husky accent
of speaking presented the different perceptions in
encoded sustainability, where we have been united as
one in a digitally-encoded ‘global’ network where the
definition of ‘local’ cultures has become blurry. Close
association between the old craftsmanship and the
new technology can offer new possibilities for old
craftsmanship and let the old construction techniques
appear in different ways while being easier, faster, and
more precise. He also warned about the excessive use
of digital design and fabrication, which may lead to
forgetting of indigenous art but opens the possibilities
for architects to design a piece with a higher level of
complexity. Full responsibility must be taken by
architects since craft has been completely relocated
from the craftsmen’s hands to theirs. Architects’ task is
to ‘consciously’ renew the old through new digital
technology in order for the two to develop sustainably
together through time. That’s why he concluded with
“while we live our contemporary life that this era
offers, our task is to integrate what has already been
here with what we have just discovered.”

Likewise, Glenda (Philippines) promoted about the
government project to improve the economy and
provide a better life as well as to prevent drought and
poverty despite the Philippines having abundant
resources of nature. She explained about the project of
one sector of the Department of Environmental and
Natural Resources (DENR), initiated in 1987, namely the
formulation of the Philippine Strategy for Sustainable
Development (PSSD). To further illustrate, she also
explained about the preservation project of UNESCO’s
world heritage listed VIGAN CITY and province of
BATANES. She believes that project was able to organize
and empower the local community to become primary
stakeholders and keepers of their tangible and
intangible cultural heritage. The sustainability of Vigan’s
conservation management lies in its ability to engage
the local stakeholders – the owners of the heritage
houses, teaching institutions, artists and craftsmen, and
business owners, and province of BATANES. She
believes that project was able to organize and empower
the local community to become primary stakeholders
and keepers of their tangible and intangible cultural
heritage. The sustainability of Vigan’s conservation
management lies in its ability to engage the local
stakeholders – the owners of the heritage houses,
teaching institutions, artists and craftsmen, and
business owners.

In a similar manner, starting the second session, Sara
(Iran) expressed the sustainability theme through the
recycling process with an emphasis on recycling
building material. She discussed how recycling can help
the environment to get closer to sustainability criteria,
where urban environments have large amounts of
resource consumption and waste production is beyond
the balance of demand and natural supply. She talked
about resource management as a conscious handling
of natural resources, energy, and materials, and more
renewable resource use. She illustrated with a case
study of recycled material approach in Iran, an
apartment built completely from recycled stone where
leftover stones were used and created a subtle effect
on the geometry of the project, which consisted of a
façade with emphatic angles. The areas where
recycling plays an important role in a sustainable
environment are reducing landfill, reducing energy
consumption, and decreasing pollution. She ended by
calling for recycling to be applied as a priority involving
expertise in all fields and coming up with something
innovative and creative pieces of architecture.
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Finally we ended our discussion with (Apil K.C, Nepal) my
presentation of an ancient water supply system
(dhungedharas), where I conveyed solemn concern over
the global water scarcity and importance of traditional
water supply systems in a very local context of Nepal. As
of my perception, issues relating to the sustainable global
environment can only be addressed with sustainable
development of water resources that encompasses all
components of the hydrologic system: water source,
supply system, and user interface, best illustrated by the
traditional water supply system of the Kathmandu valley,
which has been standing tranquil for more than two
thousand years and is still in its finest service. I ended my
presentation with the concluding point of “Therefore,
both from social and cultural or historical and
archaeological or physical and sustainable view points,
stone spouts are both the lifeline and ornaments of this
magnificent historic valley. Among the many forms of
water architecture found in Nepal, the hiti, no doubt, is
the most elaborate and intricate in design and
technology.” After the completion of the discussion
program by all the trainees, Prof. Nitschke concluded the
program as a very successful and upright platform to
share ideas and exchange our perceptions over global
sustainability issues. Prof. Nitschke mentioned about
changed perceptions of global sustainability into urban
sustainability with indigenous culture, practices, and
architecture. He also directed us to strive to be in a
position to hand over a better world to future generations
than what we were given by our ancestors. Next morning,
we were set to visit the historical places of Kyoto!

place defined for meditation is isolated as a divine place
and no one is there, maybe it’s all hidden in the
treasures of past. Prof. Nitschke himself as the author of
a book about Japanese gardens explained about the
importance of gardens in Japanese culture and in daily
life. The purity in his watery eyes and his old veteran
voice had so much to say in praise of those silent
standing pebbles, trees, and stones since ages, as if he
was the one to experience the garden in its very early
age. After that, we went to the Teahouse where
Japanese tea ceremony is held, right adjacent to a
bucolic garden. The private house was turned into an
open liveable museum with an exhibition of tea
ceremony with fine pieces of kimono that were very old
yet well-preserved. In the adjacent building, there was a
workshop for making kimono, which was the finest
instance of workmanship. I was very fascinated by the
explanation of Japanese architecture and its relation to
the livelihood, historical references, and hospitality of
Japanese people, by Esther Tsoi San. At the very
sophisticated railway station of Kyoto, we departed for
the hotel. Finally here we ended our exciting program of
discussion and the Kyoto tour with the precious lessons
from Prof. Nitschke and Esther Tsoi.

In the end…It all feels like a dream, all of those 28 days
in Japan with an all new environment, new friends, and
a new living society and each moment was the best of
the best. I can’t explain in just a few words about the
moments I experienced in Japan and my words of
gratitude will always be insufficient if I try to address the
hospitality offered by each and everyone in the entire
programme. Memories are quite an absurd thing, “You
will have tears in your eyes when you miss the moments
you laughed and you’ll laugh when you miss the
moments you cried.” Thank you very much for
everything!!! They say, “When people get older, they
start telling their stories” and I could relate this phrase
with Prof. Nitschke and we are really thankful for the
wise polished words he shared with us about the
architecture, humanity, nature, culture, transition in
global environment, and position of architects in this
Global World. And yes! Thank you very much Ando
Sensei.

The most awaited place to visit in Japan for me was the
Japanese garden (Zen Garden), because of the spirituality,
silence, and the meditational surroundings that it offers. I
was informed that water was replaced in the garden with
white sand for meditational purposes. On the way to the
main hall of Nanzen-ji, we encountered very beautiful and
grand works of architecture in Japanese style: Sanmon
(the main gate of Nanzen-ji), the intricately carved
structure of Hatto, Tea ceremony hall, collection of old
paintings & artefacts and finally to the garden area…. I
can’t explain in words how sacred and divine I felt when I
was in the garden. It was very silent yet evoked so much,
it was very simple yet something very complicated to
explain and it was very open yet very much sacred as
something hidden for centuries. I don’t know, what’s the
detail behind the pattern of those white pebbles, why the
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English Project at Osaka Prefecture University
Submitted by Cupcupin Glenda Mae Cruz, Philippines

After the introduction and sumptuous bento lunch
When we arrived in Osaka, we prepared for all the
that
was served to us we proceeded to the main
activities and programs that were scheduled for our
event: the promotional drive for Osaka. Honestly, I
entire stay. We trainees prepared all the
believe
this topic is not needed because Osaka
presentations
needed
for
the
symposium
and
“Renewal and Preservation in a Sustainable Global
Environment”
doesn’t
need any promotion at all. We all love
discussion
Submittedprograms ahead of time. When the
Osaka, and I have never encountered any foreigner
scheduled date for the English Project came near
that can say something bad about Osaka. The
we asked OFIX staff if we have to prepare
prefecture speaks for itself. But when we started to
something? But they just told us that there is
brainstorm little details started to come out. Such
nothing to prepare and that it will be just a casual
as, limited wifi hotspots, trash bins, variety of food
event but if we have something to show the
selection and the biggest of all- the language
university students that will introduce our country
barrier. These issues as well as the obvious beauty
that will be more than welcomed.
of Osaka, from the beautiful sights of Osaka Castle,
museums, buildings, etc to delicious food and
On October 14, the day for the English Project, we
delicacies, were all brought up in all 4 groups’
all met at the lobby at 9:30am except for Ting Miao
sessions.
who was not feeling well and had to rest for the
day. On our way to the university, from the subway
station it was a very long walk. But we enjoyed the
walk and it gave us the chance to chat about
different things. We arrived earlier than scheduled
but in just about a minute or two the students
cheerfully arrived at our meeting place. They were
all so welcoming and joyful. We said our hellos
then headed towards the place for the program.
When we entered the room the fun atmosphere of
As part of Group 1, we had a very young and fun
tarpaulin mats laid on the floor underneath activity
approach with our drive “iOsaka” (I love Osaka. I
sheets greeted us where we would all brainstorm
am Osaka), in which we all wrote down on post-its
on the topic “Welcome to Osaka Promotion.”
all the good and bad aspects of Osaka. Since there
are so many good points we categorized it all in 4
classifications (culture, famous places, sports, and
food) to make it more understandable. Our
campaign is very simple to understand. That is to
improve Osaka by providing simple solutions to its
struggling side. For example, we acknowledge that
it will take time to make Osaka people familiar
The project officially started when Dir. Terasako
(speak and read) with the English language so
welcomed us with a short speech and the 24
maybe for the mean time English translations can
participants (7 trainees and 17 OPUmulti-national
be provided everywhere, from a website of muststudents) that were divided into 4 groups started
try/visit places, directions/maps to food menus.
introducing themselves within their groups and
The judges found our proposal good but their only
shared a little something about their countries. All
comment was that we should have explained our
participants enjoyed this interaction to the point
title further.
we all asked for this part to be extended for a few

Discussion Program

more minutes because we were all amazed with
each and everyone’s country.
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Group 2’s “Osaka, Your Destination… Traditional,
Modern, International” is similar to Group 1’s
approach in terms of differentiating the good and
bad side of Osaka. Their goal is to open Osaka more
to foreigners not just for tour and leisure but for
job opportunities as well, to attract more foreigners
to live in Osaka. The panel advised them to market
more the good qualities of Osaka and deliver its
negative points in a different way to make their
campaign more attractive.

The discussion ended with a friendly but
perceptive critique from Dir. Sugimura, Director
and Vice President of the International Exchange
Organization.
Overall the entire visit at OPU was very fun and
productive at the same time. All 4 groups were
awarded for their effort and cooperation. The
experience is very refreshing. It also made me
realize about another characteristic of Osaka
people: that even though they are already known
all over the world because of the overwhelming
great aspects of Osaka, still they believe they can
still improve, and that we should never stop
developing ourselves and we should continue to
grow. Sadly, the program was only for several
hours. Everyone agreed to keep in touch and
maybe someday, somewhere everyone will meet
once again and have a fruitful time. The trainees
are all very thankful to OPU officers and students
for organizing the program and for their very warm
welcome.

“We are all Osaka: Manzai Festival” is Group 3’s
title for their program. They believe that putting on
an event like an annual Manzai Festival will gain
popularity for Osaka. Their inspiration came from
the Cannes International Film Festival. They plan to
make Osaka the comedy capital of the world, just
like how Cannes became known for international
films. Their plan is great and comes with a great
and detailed preparation. They also included some
sub-programs like home stay programs that are
also shown in other groups’ proposals.

Lastly, a literal fun approach to Osaka promotion is
Group 4’s “Game Osaka.” Here they patterned
their promotion on the famous adventure game
Amazing Race. It encourages visitors to participate
in a mass game of race. Visitors start to be invited
from their airplane seats, from the moment they
land in the airport and even up to their hotel
rooms. They plan to scatter the news of their
adventure all over Osaka. They cater from young to
old people. Everyone can join. It is truly an
adventurous and different proposal but they are
also encouraged to consider the funding of the
program as well as the assurance of the safety and
different problems of the mass gamers.
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The next day started with the third session of the
presentations at one of the conference rooms in the
International Conference Center. This session was
also very useful in terms of learning good points from
professors and presenters. First up for the second
day’s sessions was Xiaopeng Liu, who observed that
an ecologically sustainable urban environment that
respects historical heritage buildings is also the most
comfortable for humans. Ryoko Igaki reminded us
that concepts such as sustainability, environmental
protection, conservation of resources, and the search
for alternative sources of energy developed in
response to 20th century challenges including the Oil
Crisis, depletion of resources, and pollution of the
environment, and explained the difference between
active and passive design, using solar power as an
example. Karunanayake Suranga detailed the wisdom
of the ancient architects of Sri Lanka, whose sturdy
brick stupas are still in good condition today, and
their prowess at planning sustainable but
comfortable cities with ingenious irrigation systems
and herb gardens. Adinda Utami described the
experience of Surabaya, in which the citizens and
local government shared the goal of greening the
city, coming together to build an ecoscape that is
friendly to both nature and human communities.
According to her presentation, greening is most
successful when there is a clear purpose, particularly
providing a space for residents to relax and socialize,
rather than simply pursuing greening for its own
sake.

and
fundamentally
change
our
current
socioeconomic system, in which we cavalierly
destroy the environment and use up the earth’s
limited resources. K.C. Apil’s presentation criticized
the modernist approach to architecture and design
as being “fashion statement” products of
individualism that ignore the natural and cultural
conditions of the site, and introduced the story of
Kathmandu as a case study in successful urban
revitalization
through
the
embrace
of
environmentally appropriate aspects of traditional
architecture and planning. Glenda Cupcupin
stressed the need for architects working in Metro
Manila to accommodate the local climate and
recent typhoons, which will only get more
destructive as global warming, the “modern cancer
of society,” worsens.

2012 Asia Youth Symposium on Architectural Interchange
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After a short rest for lunch we toured the whole
great Westin Awaji complex. It was unbelievably
well-designed and constructed. We were all
impressed by the power of Mr. Ando in design.
Every corner revealed a new aspect of architecture.
From every location we could see a different nice
perspective of the site. This tour was not only a
tour to see a place but also it was a tour to
communicate with new people, making good and
long-lasting friendships and learning very good
points about design and architecture.
Our day continued with visiting another
masterpiece of Tadao Ando after leaving Westin
Awaji: the Water Temple. It is needless to say that
we enjoyed this one as well. It was simply perfect.
As we were getting to the end of the program we
all felt a little bit sad and we did not want to say
goodbye, but the Asian Youth Symposium 2013
finished after visiting Water Temple and it was time
to leave our new friends. These two days were very
memorable and invaluable as well as the other
precious days of Ando Program. Although this
program came to its end, we all hope to keep our
friendship for a long time.

In the fourth session, Ke Wang noted that the
spread of cities-within-cities, particularly of the
HOPSCA (hotel, office, park, shopping malls,
convention centers, and apartments) model, builds
communities and is an efficient use of urban space
and limited land, while Mengze Du stressed the need
to return to nature, particularly the forest,
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Symposium Schedule

October 18 (FRI)
11:00

Arriving at Kobe Design University

11:10～12:10

KDU Campus Tour

12:20～13:10

Welcome Reception
Self Introduction

13:20～14:00

<Session 1>
KDU: Khajuee Nejad Ali Akbar (Iran), Marumoto Sachiko (Japan)
Trainees: Miao Ting (China), Sulkhlan Priyanka (India)

14:30～15:20

<Session 2>
KDU: Shibata Ruito (Japan), Zhou Juncen (China), Toyoshima Yuji (Japan)
Trainees: Rirermvanich Karjvit (Thailand), Gozin Sara (Iran)

16:10～

Leaving from KDU

16:40～

Visiting the Awaji service area

17:10

Arriving at Westin Awaji Island Hotel

18:00～19:00
19:10～21:30

Dinner and Discussion
Workshop
Night-Session, Discussion

October 19 (SAT)
9:30
10:00～10:40

Check-Out
<Session 3>
KDU：Liu Xiaopeng (China), Igaki Ryoko (Japan)
Trainees: Karunanayake Suranga (Sri Lanka), Utami Adinda Sih Pinasti Retno (Indonesia)

11:10～11:50

<Session 4>
KDU: Wang Ke (China), Du Mengze (China)
Trainees: K.C.Apil (Nepal), Cupcupin Glenda Mae Cruz (Philippines)

12:20～12:50

Overview

12:50～13:50

Lunch

13:50～15:50

Visiting the Awaji Yumebutai

15:50

Departing from the Awaji Yumebutai

16：15～17:00

Visiting Honpukuji Water Temple

17:00

Departing from Honpukuji Water Temple

17:30

End of Program
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Presentation Schedule

Friday, October 18
Speakers
<Session 1>
Ali Akbar Khajuee Nejad
Marumoto Sachiko
Miao Ting
Sulkhlan Priyanka
<Session 2>
Shibata Ruito
Juncen Zhou
Toyoshima Yuji
Rirermvanich Karjvit
Gozin Sara

Presentations
Time tunnel of the world, the meaning of future and the concept of leapfrogging
A discussion on different perspectives towards design for future
Preservation and Utilization of "Ogawa House", a Cultural Property in Miki City
Sharing of New "Contextualism"
The Designer
Reinforcing the relationship between Humanity and Nature
Changing of the waterside in Setonaikai.
The Usage of the Wharf Group of Onomichi
My greeny future
An idea of making city construction in landscape
Affordance and Design
Contemporary Primitive:
A Digitally Sustainable Approach to Architecture
Architectural Effects on Human Spirit
Investigating Side Effects which Cause Sick Space

Saturday, October 19
Speakers
<Session 3>

Presentations

Xiaopeng Liu
Igaki Ryoko
Karunanayake Suranga

About Landscape Design Ecology and Sustainable Development
Architecture considering the environment
The Responsibilities of Designer
Design concepts from Great Ancestors
Ecoscape of Surabaya
Creating Social Space as an Effort in Connecting Nature, Human, and Local Wisdom

Utami Adinda Sih Pinasti
Retno
<Session 4>
Ke Wang
Mengze Du
K.C. Apil
Cupcupin Glenda Mae Cruz

The Current City Design: The Cities Within Cities
Back to the Forest
Looking at the design system we have today
Issues in Modern Architecture Departure from Past…
Global Warming! The Modern Cancer of Society
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Other Events

Submitted by Utami Adinda Sih Pinasti Retno, Indonesia

Being a trainee in Ando Program is such a dream
come true. I had already had this dream since 2009
when one of my predecessors, who was an Ando
Program trainee in 2008, presented his experience
from this program. I wrote about this dream in my
diary and this year, 2013, I was the Ando program
trainee. It was one of the best parts of my journey.
I met seven other trainees from various countries,
which was like having a new family who have the
same dreams and interests; Tadao Ando; and
encountered a lot of architecture. Ando sensei is an
icon of Japanese architecture who is well known
worldwide. He has become an inspiration for
everyone, especially for architects. In this program, I
did not only get a good impression from Tadao Ando
and his works, but also from Osaka as the host of this
program. Osaka had become the best host for me.

When we had a discussion in an office that was
designed by him, Ando Sensei told many stories
about his architectural journey. He started with an
architectural studying trip when he was young. He
tried to learn architecture from the places where
architecture was built and from architects as well,
directly. According to Ando Sensei, the best way to
learn about architecture is through experiencing the
work. We learn by touching the surface, feeling the
space, and experiencing the order. We can learn
through literature, but it would be better to
experience the culture of architecture, feel the
neighborhood of the architectural work, and feel
being part of the work.
As is well known among architects, Ando Sensei is
known as an architect who is always trying to look at
the culture and nature as the main approach in his
design. He said that in design, it is important to know
about the state of social culture and nature.

This program started with a meeting with Osaka
Prefectural Government. The staff members of Osaka
received our arrival officially and did some
presentations about Osaka. It was an honor for me
because I felt well received and comfortable in
Osaka.
On Monday, October 7, just like our daily routine,
we 8 trainees went to our host companies. The
difference was that we were scheduled to have a
discussion with Mr. Tadao Ando in the afternoon. It
was a rare opportunity to meet him. From Ando
sensei, I learned a lot of things, especially about
architectural approaches and local culture. Ando Se
nsei did not experience a formal education in
architecture, but he has a depth of thought and
cultural philosophy that is represented through his
work.
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It has the hallmark of Tadao Ando: he designed the
museum with respect to the surroundings and
integrated this museum with the environment,
water, space, and light. The last museum we visited
was Shiba Ryotaro Museum.

There is no failure in architecture. Failure is only
one in architecture, i.e. if the work collapses. Along
with the development process, the concept can be
changed. The change of concept does not mean a
failure for the architect. The change of concept along
with development process means that the architect
knows better about what he had designed more and
more. In this discussion, Mr. Tadao Ando also
expressed the importance to always develop
cooperation among nations, especially in
architecture. Works of Ando Sensei can also be
found outside Japan. In his design efforts in other
countries, Ando Sensei can still continue to bring the
approach and philosophy of architecture, he
believes, successfully. An architect must be fast and
responsive in recognizing culture and nature,
including those of other countries. Architects need
to be sensitive.

The museum is part of the residence of Shiba
Ryotaro, the legendary author in Japanese
literature. Through this museum, we were able to
feel the life of the author. The core part of this
museum is a giant bookshelf that Ando designed
with the hope that every visitor can sit and be
inspired by looking at the bookshelf, as if to interact
with the novelist, Shiba Ryotaro, himself. From the
visits to the three museums, I sensed Ando Sensei's
architectural perspective. He always pays a lot of
attention to detail. Not only physical details, but
also the philosophy of every order of architectural
work space. It is such as he will always have a
reason for all the details of his work, rational or
irrational (culture, etc).

Discussion with Ando Sensei has become one part
of the agenda that is eagerly awaited by each
trainee. As he said, for the study of architecture it
would be better to go to the place and experience,
as well as try to experience and understand the
works of Ando Sensei.

Ando Sensei has become an inspiration for many
architects. The point is not that we can imitate his
perspective and philosophy of architecture as an
architect, but that we have to find our own identity
and our own philosophy in architecture. This
program only lasted for one month, and I do not
deny that I miss Osaka, I miss the other trainees,
and I miss everyone who helped this program and I
want to do it again. But now I am in my country,
dreaming about my role in developing this country,
Indonesia.

The Ando study tour was held on 11 October. The
day was devoted to visiting three works of Mr. Tadao
Ando. We visited 3 museums. The first museum we
visited was Chikatsu Asuka Museum. Located in an
archeological park, Fudoki no Oka, this museum
offers a reconstruction of the historical periods
through the order of space outside and inside the
museum. On the exterior, the museum looked like a
monumental concrete tower and order of staircase,
in contrast with the interior of the monument. The
interior is a part of the historical reconstruction.
The second museum we visited was Sayamaike
Museum. Sayamaike Museum is located on the edge
of Sayamaike pond, and the museum is synonymous
with the element of water as part of the
architecture. This museum testifies to the prowess
of water development engineering of ancient Japan.

Sayamaike Museum
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Home Stay Program with OFIX Volunteer Families

Wada Family (Suranga Karunanayake, Sri Lanka)
I had a great weekend with the Wada family. I was a
family member to them. They treated me as their son.
We shared some old stories of Japan and Sri Lanka and
it was amazing. I got the opportunity to ride a bicycle
everywhere in Osaka, visiting Osaka Castle and
shopping with them. It was a great honor to be a
member of their family.

Mori Family (Sulkhlan Priyanka, India)
I was blessed to be selected to stay with the Mori Family.
They reminded me of my late grandma and grandpa. They
are loving, caring and so much involved in making my stay
more fruitful and fun. We made visits, ate delicious home
made food and shared special moments of our lives with
each other. I would like to thank them for giving me a home
in Japan.

Takashiba Family (Rirermvanich Karjvit, Thailand)
I had a casual and fun weekend with the very nice
Takashiba family. We strolled around the
neighborhoods in South Osaka, from Tennoji to their
place in lovely Abiko, visiting several temples and lots
of secret Tadao Ando's works including his very first
design in Sumiyoshi. Kenichiro san
was was
veryvery
nicenice
and and
we
discussed
we
discussed
a lot
a lotabout
aboutJapanese
Japanese architecture
architecture and
construction. Including their food and drinks, it was a
great and authentic Osaka weekend.

Tomita Family (Cupcupin Glenda Mae Cruz, Philippines)
My stay with otosan and okasan was a very unique
experience. From the hotel, okasan and I went to the
community center to help prepare food for all the FutonFuton‐
Daiko participants. The day went so fast. Even though we
were both so tired we still stayed up the whole night till
around 2am with otosan to chat and learn a lot from one
another. I loved my stay with them, sleeping in a Japanese
bedroom and experiencing a very fun festival.

Ueda Family (Gozin Sara, Iran)
Homestay program was very special. At her beautiful
house, my host lady Sanae san let me cook for dinner
in her kitchen and taught me Japanese flower
arrangement called ikebana. It was so interesting for
me as I did not know anything about it before. On the
next day, she prepared a very beautiful kimono for me
to wear. After taking a lot of pictures with kimono in
her beautiful garden we went to a tea ceremony, which
was again something new and interesting for me. I
appreciated her hospitality and kindness when she
took me to a flower exhibition because she found that I
liked ikebana so much. I will always remember her
smiling face.
Shimaoka Family (Miao Ting, China)
I really had a good time with the Shimaoka family.
Although it was short, I’ve got an elder brother, a little
sister, Dad and Mom. We spent a great time in
beautiful and peaceful Nara. Everyone here was very
friendly, even the deer. We visited the Toshodaji
Temple, fed the deer, and tasted the local sushi
together. My elder brother is very interested in Chinese
culture and my beautiful little sister Jahayoung is from
South Koera (she was home staying at their place). My
dad and mom are very kind and they have traveled to
China several times. I hope to meet them again one
day in the near future

Sawasaka Family (K.C. Apil, Nepal)
Homestay program with the Sawasaka family was one of
the most eventful moments. I was provided with a tatami
room, and for the dinner, I learned to make Japanese Sushi
which was very new to me and exciting. Next day, after
exciting moments in Tennoji Zoo and we had wonderful
moments with Kimono wearing and practiced tea
ceremony. Satomi san taught me the popular Japanese
culture of Origami and we discussed cultural differences
between different countries. I am thankful for the
hospitality offered by the Sawasaka family.

Nakano Family (Utami Adinda Shi Pinasti Retno)
I had a chance to stay with the Nakano family. My Japanese
mom, Yuri Nakano, treated me like her own daughter. In my
real family, I am the youngest daughter. I felt like an older
sister for Yuna
the only
only daughter
daughter in the Nakano family. Just
Yuna,, the
like my wish, I have a new family in Japan. Thank you so
much for having treated me well Mr. and Mrs Nakano, Yuna
(Japanese sister), and Japanese Grandmother.
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With Appreciation

The organizers of the 2013 Osaka Invitational Program for Overseas Trainees in Architecture and Arts
would like to thank the following organizations and individuals for their invaluable cooperation and
support.

Ando Tadao Architect and Associates
Corporate Sponsors of the Ando Fund

Abeno Center Building Corp

Kansai Electric Power Co.,Ltd

ASAHI BUILDING WALL CO.,LTD

Kansai Sekizai Co.,Ltd

Atelier Tadao Ando

KINDEN CORPORATION

The Sankei Building Co.,Ltd

CREO-RU CORPORATION

Kinki Nippon Railway Co.,Ltd

SECOM CO.,LTD

DAIKO ELECTRIC CO.,LTD

KONOIKE CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD
Osaka Main Office

SEKISUI HOUSE, LTD

DAINIHON JOCHUGIKU Co.,Ltd

Kubota Corporation

Sekiwa Real Estate Kansai, Ltd

GANKO FOOD SERVICE Co.,Ltd

Kumahira Co.,Ltd

SRJAPAN Co.,Ltd

GOEN MARUSHIN CORPORATION

Kumashu Co.,ltd

Suntory Holdings Limited

Hankyu Corporation

Maguchi Co.,Ltd

Takenaka Corporation

Hankyu Realty Co.,Ltd

Nomura Co.,Ltd

TOZAI KENCHIKU SERVICE CO.,LTD

HEIWA REAL ESTATE CO.,LTD

Obayashi Corporation

YADOUMARU PROJECT Co.,Ltd

Hirota Securities Co.,LTD

Osaka Gas Co.,Ltd

Zenitaka Corporation

KANAOKA KIZAI

Osaka Shoko Shinkin Bank
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Pasona Group Inc
P PRIMIX Corporation

Coordinator

Assistant

(Discussion Program/Kyoto Study Tour/
Asia Youth Symposium on Architectural Interchange)

(Discussion Program/ Kyoto Study Tour)

Esther Tsoi
M. Arch. Harvard, Lecturer at Kyoto Seika
University

Guenter Nitschke
Architect, M.R.T.P.I.,
Director, Institute for East Asian Architecture and
Urbanism in Kyoto

Homestay Volunteers
Mori Tsutou
Nakano Yuri
Sawasaka Satomi

Shimaoka Terumi
Takashiba Kenichiro
Tomita Yasuko

Ueda Sanae
Wada Hiroko

Language Volunteers (Kansai Mini Wings)
Aoshima Yukio
Goshima Nobuaki
Kawasaki Hiroko

Corporate Organizations
Kobe Design University

Kitagawa Makoto
Kon Takuya
Okino Makoto

Sudou Morihisa
Sugiyama Chiyoko
Toyama Jun

Osaka Prefecture University

(In alphabetical order)
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